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Abstract

The Segmentation Anything Model (SAM) has demon-
strated effectiveness in various segmentation tasks. How-
ever, its application to 3D medical data has posed chal-
lenges due to its inherent design for both 2D and natural im-
ages. While there have been attempts to apply SAM to medi-
cal images on a slice-by-slice basis, the outcomes have been
less than optimal. In this study, we introduce AFTer-SAM,
an adaptation of SAM designed for volumetric medical im-
age segmentation. By incorporating an Axial Fusion Trans-
former, AFTer-SAM is capable of capturing both intra-slice
details and inter-slice contextual information, essential for
accurate medical image segmentation. Given the potential
computational challenges of training this enhanced model,
we utilize Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA) to efficiently fine-
tune the weights of the Axial Fusion Transformer. This en-
sures a streamlined training process without compromising
on performance. Our results indicate that AFTer-SAM of-
fers significant improvements in volumetric medical image
segmentation, suggesting a promising direction for the ap-
plication of large pre-trained models in medical imaging.

1. Introduction
Medical image segmentation serves as a critical nexus

between cutting-edge clinical procedures and technological
evolution. Its role is indispensable in numerous clinical ap-
plications, from diagnosis to treatment planning [10]. How-
ever, the inherent variability in medical images, character-
ized by diverse organ shapes and intricate tissue structures,
poses significant challenges.

In the past, atlas-based methods were the mainstay for
medical image segmentation. While groundbreaking for
their era, these methods struggled to accommodate the vast
anatomical differences arising from factors such as tumor
growths, surgical alterations, and imaging inconsistencies.
The advent of deep learning brought forth the prowess of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), with models like
U-Net [26] leading the charge. While these models excelled

in feature extraction, they often fell short in capturing essen-
tial long-range interactions, especially as medical images
became more complex.

The rise of transformer architectures [31], inspired by
their success in the Natural Language Processing (NLP)
domain, presented a potential solution to this limitation.
Transformers, with their innate ability to model long-range
dependencies, appeared tailor-made for the challenges of
medical image segmentation.

Enter the ”Segment Anything” (SAM) model [19], a
paradigm shift aiming to equip models with the versatility
to segment a wide variety of images. SAM’s adaptability,
showcased by its impressive zero-shot capabilities, makes
it a potent tool for diverse and novel image distributions.

However, as models like SAM grow in complexity,
the challenge of adaptation, especially in large-scale pre-
training scenarios, becomes pronounced. Comprehensive
fine-tuning of such models can be resource-intensive. This
is where techniques like Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA)
[14] come into play. By judiciously freezing certain pre-
trained weights and introducing trainable rank decomposi-
tion matrices, LoRA significantly reduces the number of
trainable parameters, optimizing memory usage and com-
putational efficiency. This approach ensures that the model
remains agile and precise across different tasks.

In this context, we present AFTer-SAM, a novel fusion
of the SAM model with axial fusion transformer [37] tech-
niques. This model is designed to harness both the adapt-
ability of SAM and the depth-aware insights of transform-
ers, making it a formidable tool for medical image segmen-
tation. Our key contributions are:

- We introduced the Axial Fusion Transformer to SAM,
enhancing its capability from 2D to 3D segmentation. This
allows for the adept fusion of both intra-slice and inter-slice
information.

- We successfully adapted the heavily trained SAM pa-
rameters from natural images to medical imaging. This ap-
proach eliminates the need for costly fine-tuning while pre-
serving the original SAM’s segmentation prowess.
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- We conducted comprehensive evaluations on extensive
medical image datasets, demonstrating that AFTer-SAM
surpasses the performance of prior state of the art methods.

2. Related Work
2.1. Transformers for medical image segmentation

Medical image segmentation has undergone significant
transformation with the rise of deep learning [35,36]. While
conventional techniques have their value, the versatility
and adaptability of deep learning models, particularly when
paired with transformers, have established new standards in
the field [40, 42].

TransUNet [4] was a trailblazing attempt to merge the
capabilities of Transformers with the U-Net [26] structure
for medical image segmentation. Its proficiency in han-
dling long-range dependencies is notable. However, its di-
rect use for volumetric medical data poses computational
challenges. Furthermore, its primary focus on 2D slices
might overlook the comprehensive context offered by 3D
volumes. CoTr [34] brought forth the deformable self-
attention mechanism, targeting a reduction in the compu-
tational demands of 3D self-attention. Yet, its dependence
on 3D patches for inputs might result in potential data loss.
Moreover, the restricted locations over which CoTr pro-
cesses self-attention could miss capturing the nuanced de-
tails present in medical images. Expanding on the Swin
Transformer’s concepts, [30] introduced a self-supervised
learning strategy using Swin UNETR for 3D medical im-
age analysis. By devising specialized proxy tasks to under-
stand human anatomical patterns, the team effectively pre-
trained their model on an extensive CT image dataset. The
model’s prowess is further confirmed by its top-tier perfor-
mance in medical image segmentation tasks. This method
highlights the promise of self-supervised learning in med-
ical imaging. However, from a computational perspective,
SwinUnetR demands significant resources for training from
scratch and poses challenges when adapting to new body
regions. Lastly, [37] made a notable contribution by flaw-
lessly fusing convolutional layers with transformer archi-
tectures. The axial fusion technique it employs excels in
capturing both intra-slice and inter-slice relationships. In
the study by [37], a CNN encoder is utilized to process the
input, driven by two primary considerations. Firstly, the
ViT [8] encoder, when trained on limited medical image
datasets, tends to overfit. However, this challenge can be
substantially mitigated by leveraging the dense visual rep-
resentation capabilities of SAM. Secondly, GPU memory
constraints previously hindered the end-to-end training of
expansive ViT encoders. While memory remains a signifi-
cant concern for volumetric medical imaging, the introduc-
tion of adapters has facilitated improvements in this area,
enabling the effective use of a ViT-base encoder.

2.2. Parameter-efficient fine-tuning
Compared to general fine-tuning [38,39,41], Parameter-

Efficient Fine-Tuning (PEFT) [12] has emerged as a cor-
nerstone in the machine learning domain, acclaimed for
its capability to hasten training while judiciously utiliz-
ing computational resources. By selectively updating pa-
rameters, PEFT accelerates convergence and adeptly cur-
tails overfitting, especially in data-scarce environments.
This paradigm enables the nimble adaptation of expansive
pre-trained models to novel tasks, circumventing burden-
some computational demands, and rendering it indispens-
able across diverse applications.

Adapter tuning seamlessly integrates diminutive, task-
specific modules into pre-trained models, leaving the orig-
inal weights untouched. This methodology strikes a har-
monious balance between adaptability and efficiency, facili-
tating task-specific nuances while safeguarding the model’s
foundational knowledge. Notably, its parameter footprint
is minimal, introducing only a fraction of the model’s to-
tal parameters, ensuring that multiple tasks can be catered
to without mutual interference. Low-Rank Adaptation
(LoRA) [14] introduces trainable rank decomposition ma-
trices into each layer of a pre-trained model, leading to
a significant reduction in trainable parameters for down-
stream tasks. In stark contrast to traditional full fine-tuning,
LoRA can curtail the number of trainable parameters by a
factor of 10,000 and trim the GPU memory requirement by
threefold. Conversely, traditional fine-tuning, which mod-
ifies extensive portions of the model, often grapples with
overfitting and the potential erosion of pre-trained insights.

BitFit [43], with its focus on bias adjustments, might oc-
casionally lack the requisite flexibility for intricate tasks,
teetering on the brink of underfitting. The linear probe [1]
strategy, commonly employed in self-supervised learning,
appends a singular linear layer atop a static backbone to
evaluate the quality of learned representations. Its efficacy
is inherently tethered to the quality of the backbone’s rep-
resentations, potentially faltering in deciphering intricate
task-specific intricacies. Prompting [17], which steers mod-
els using meticulously crafted input prompts, can oscillate
in its efficacy across diverse models and demands nuanced
expertise in prompt design.

In our endeavor, we gravitate towards the Adapter
methodology for its equilibrium of flexibility and efficiency
in task-specific modifications without compromising pre-
trained insights. Specifically, we harness LoRA for its un-
paralleled parameter efficiency coupled with its competitive
performance.

2.3. SAM in Medical Imaging
The introduction of the Segment Anything Model

(SAM) has catalyzed a series of explorations in the medical
imaging domain. A predominant theme in these endeavors
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has been the evaluation of SAM’s zero-shot capabilities, of-
ten through the lens of diverse prompts tailored for medical
imaging.

Hu et al. [13] delved into SAM’s prowess in multi-
phase liver tumor segmentation. Their findings underscored
SAM’s potential as a robust annotation tool, albeit with per-
formance nuances specific to the task at hand. Mazurowski
et al. [23] embarked on an extensive evaluation spanning 19
medical imaging datasets. Their results illuminated the vari-
ability in SAM’s performance, contingent on the dataset and
task, with certain prompts amplifying its accuracy. Liu et al.
[21] unveiled the Segment Any Medical Model (SAMM),
a novel extension that synergizes SAM with 3D Slicer (a
medical image processing software). This fusion facili-
tated near real-time segmentation across a plethora of med-
ical imaging modalities. Deng et al. [7] spotlighted SAM’s
zero-shot segmentation acumen in digital pathology, em-
phasizing its adeptness in segmenting expansive connected
objects and pinpointing challenges in dense instance ob-
ject segmentation. Mattjie et al. [22] further corroborated
SAM’s zero-shot capabilities, showcasing its competitive
edge against contemporary state-of-the-art models in select
scenarios. Cheng et al.

While many have leveraged SAM’s inherent capabilities,
there have also been efforts to enhance performance through
training, including fine-tuning and adaptation, on medical
images rather than solely relying on inference.

[6] undertook a comprehensive evaluation, and accen-
tuated the pivotal role of apt prompts in optimizing SAM’s
performance. Their exploration also ventured into adapter-
based fine-tuning of SAM, albeit in a 2D context. Sev-
eral studies, including those by Hu et al. [15] and Shi et
al. [28], have elucidated the intricacies of tailoring SAM for
medical images. Their consensus advocates for fine-tuning
SAM, underscoring significant performance enhancements.
Paranjape et al. [25] introduced AdaptiveSAM, a nimble
tuning methodology for SAM tailored for surgical scene
segmentation, showcasing its adaptability to novel datasets.
However, this approach remains anchored in 2D.

Medical SAM Adapter (MSA) [33] was unveiled as a
means to tailor the Segment Anything Model (SAM) specif-
ically for medical image segmentation. Rather than exten-
sively fine-tuning the entirety of SAM, the authors incorpo-
rated an Adapter module, which resulted in enhanced per-
formance across a spectrum of medical imaging techniques.
While MSA retains the need for a prompt during inference,
akin to SAM, it’s noteworthy that our proposed AFTer-
SAM has been optimized to function efficiently without
any additional input. In the study by Gong et al. [11], the
3DSAM-adapter is presented as a technique to transition
SAM from 2D to 3D, with a particular emphasis on its pro-
ficiency in tumor segmentation tasks. While both our ap-
proach and the 3DSAM-adapter share the overarching ob-

jective of adapting SAM for 3D medical image segmen-
tation, there are notable methodological distinctions. The
3DSAM-adapter begins with a 2D feature map, which is
then subjected to temporal convolution for the fusion of
temporal information. This is subsequently reshaped back
to a 2D format and processed through attention blocks. In
contrast, our methodology initiates with a 2D feature map
that is directly channeled into attention blocks, with the fu-
sion of temporal information being integrated at the axial
adaptation stage. Furthermore, while the 3DSAM-adapter’s
design restricts the use of adapters to within the 2D slice,
focusing predominantly on intra-slice information, our ap-
proach embraces a comprehensive strategy, incorporating
adapters both within the 2D slice (intra-slice) and across
slices (inter-slice or axial). This distinction underscores our
innovation in the spatial-temporal transformer adapter de-
sign, emphasizing a nuanced approach to fusing spatial and
temporal information.

Other explorations have spanned diverse data modalities,
encompassing surgical scenes [27,32], nuclei [27], and Op-
tical Coherence Tomography (OCT) [9], further testifying
to SAM’s versatility in the medical domain.

3. Method
Figure 1 provides an in-depth view of AFTer-SAM. We

have chosen not to alter the foundational design of SAM,
which comprises a ViT encoder for detailed image fea-
ture extraction and a lightweight mask decoder for precise
pixel-level segmentation. To enhance the encoding of high-
level semantic information—both within individual slices
and across neighboring ones—we’ve integrated the axial fu-
sion transformer. The intricacies of each module will be
further expounded upon in the subsequent subsections.

3.1. 3D CT Scan Representation

Given a 3D CT scan, denoted as s ∈ RC×H×W×D, it
consists of a series of 2D slices along the axial axis. Each
slice has a height H , width W , and a single channel, C = 1.
This scan can be expressed as s = s1, s2, ..., sD, with each
sd ∈ RC×H×W . For every 2D slice, represented as si, we
select its NA neighboring slices along the axial axis at an
interval of Nf . This results in a set x = {x1,x2, ...,xD},
where each xd ∈ RC×H×W×NA . For each group of sam-
pled neighboring slices, xd, it can be defined as xd =
sa0

, sa1
, ..., saNA

. Here, an = d − Nf × (NA

2 − n), and
n ranges from 0 to NA.

3.2. Visual Representation with SAM

We mainly follow the SAM original model design
to maintain its best ability to provide visual represen-
tation. Given an input neighboring slice group xd ∈
RC×H×W×NA , the ViT encoder EViT provides a corre-
sponding feature map group gd = {g0

d,g
1
d, ...,g

NA

d }, where
gn
d denotes the feature map for slice n and gn

d ∈ RC×H×W .
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Figure 1. Overview of AFTer-SAM. (a) AFTer-SAM’s architecture begins by encoding the neighboring slice group, denoted as xd, using
the ViT encoder, resulting in a feature map group, g. This is followed by the application of the axial fusion transformer to g. The final step
involves feeding the feature group, which has been enriched with both intra-slice and inter-slice cues, into the Light-weight mask decoder
to produce the segmentation. (b) This panel delves into the axial fusion mechanism, illustrating the specifics of how the transformers are
adapted. AFTer-SAM employs distinct processes to fuse inter-slice and intra-slice information. (c) A detailed breakdown of the fine-tuning
process for transformers using low-rank adaptation is provided.

Here we have H , W and C denoting the height, width and
number of channels. We take the final feature map group
gd = EViT(xd) as input to the axial fusion transformer. For
simplicity, we denote it as g, where g ∈ RC′×Nv×NA . C ′ is
the embeddings’ length and Nv = H ′ ×W ′ is the number
of embeddings provided by EViT, which is flattened from
embedding’s height H ′ by its width W ′.

In our approach, we predominantly adhere to the orig-
inal design of SAM to leverage its optimal visual repre-
sentation capabilities. Given an input group of neighbor-
ing slices, represented as xd ∈ RC×H×W×NA , the ViT en-
coder, denoted as EViT, produces a corresponding group of
feature maps, gd = g0

d,g
1
d, ...,g

NA

d . Here, each gn
d sig-

nifies the feature map for the nth slice, with dimensions
gn
d ∈ RC×H×W . The terms H , W , and C represent the

height, width, and number of channels, respectively.
Subsequently, the final group of feature maps, gd =

EViT(xd), is fed into the axial fusion transformer. For
the sake of clarity, we refer to this as g, with dimensions
g ∈ RC′×Nv×NA . Here, C ′ denotes the length of the em-
beddings, while Nv = H ′×W ′ represents the total number
of embeddings offered by EViT. This is derived by flattening
the embeddings from a height of H ′ and a width of W ′.

3.3. Axial Fusion Transformer

Upon obtaining fine-grained features through the ViT en-
coder, we further employ the Axial Fusion Transformer en-
coder. This step is crucial for capturing high-level semantic
information, both within individual slices and across neigh-
boring slices along the axial axis. In contrast, [37] opted
for a CNN encoder for initial input handling, driven by two
primary considerations. The first is the tendency of the ViT
encoder to overfit, especially when exposed to limited med-
ical image datasets. However, this challenge is significantly
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alleviated by leveraging the robust visual representation ca-
pabilities of SAM. The second concern revolves around the
GPU memory constraints that previously impeded the end-
to-end training of expansive ViT encoders. While these
memory challenges remain for volumetric medical imag-
ing, the introduction of adapters has brought about notable
improvements, rendering the use of a ViT-base encoder in-
creasingly viable. The specifics of our approach are detailed
in the subsequent subsections:

In line with the approach of [37], we define the ini-
tial representation z

(0)
((h,w),n) ∈ RC′

, bypassing the linear
projection step found in the original ViT [8]. Specifically,
z
(0)
((h,w),n) = g((h,w),n)+epos((h,w),n), where epos((h,w),n) ∈ RC′

is a learnable positional embedding. This embedding en-
codes two facets of the vector’s location: its position (h,w)
within an individual feature map gn, and its relative posi-
tion n among the feature maps in the group g.

The sequence z
(0)
((h,w),n), spanning (h,w) =

(1, 1), . . . , (H ′,W ′) and n = 0, 1, . . . , NA, serves as
the input to the Transformer. Analogous to sequences of
embedded words in natural language processing (NLP)
transformers, this sequence plays a pivotal role in our
model. It’s worth noting that, in our actual code implemen-
tation, the height and width dimensions are flattened. This
means the vector can alternatively be denoted as z

(0)
(p,n),

where p = W ′ · (h − 1) + w. However, for clarity in this
exposition, we retain the (h,w) notation.

3.4. Attention Adaptation

The axial fusion transformer is structured into L blocks.
Within each block l, the query, key, and value vectors for ev-
ery location are derived from the representation z

(l−1)
((h,w),n),

which is the output of the preceding block.
To finetune the transformers efficiently, we employ the

low rank adaptation (LoRA) technique [14]. In this adapta-
tion, only the queries and values undergo modification:

q
(l,a)
((h,w),n) = (W

(l,a)
Q +B

(l,a)
Q A

(l,a)
Q ) · LN

(
z
(l−1)
((h,w),n)

)
,

v
(l,a)
((h,w),n) = (W

(l,a)
V +B

(l,a)
V A

(l,a)
V ) · LN

(
z
(l−1)
((h,w),n)

)
,

k
(l,a)
((h,w),n) = W

(l,a)
K · LN

(
z
(l−1)
((h,w),n)

)
.

Here, LN() stands for LayerNorm [2]. The symbol a ranges
over the set {1, 2, . . . ,M}, indicating the index for multi-
ple attention heads. The total count of these attention heads
is represented by M. Consequently, the dimensionality for
each attention head is given by Ch = C ′/M. The matrices
A ∈ Rr×Nv and B ∈ RNv×r encompass trainable parame-
ters.

Self-attention weights are derived using the dot-product
mechanism. For a given query at location ((h,w), n), the
self-attention weights, denoted as α

(l,a)
((h,w),n), and falling

within the dimensionality R(H′·W ′)·NA , are computed as:

α
(l,a)
((h,w),n) = SoftMax

q
(l,a)
((h,w),n)√

Ch

⊤

· k(l,a)
((h,w)′,n′)

 ,

where (h,w)′ spans the set {(1, 1), ..., (H ′,W ′)} and n′

ranges from 0 to NA. It’s noteworthy that the computa-
tional demand diminishes significantly when attention is re-
stricted to a singular feature map or solely along the axial
axis. Specifically, when attention is confined to a single fea-
ture map, a mere H ′ · W ′ query-key comparisons are exe-
cuted, utilizing only the keys from the identical feature map
as the query:

α
(l,a)intra
((h,w),n) = SoftMax

q
(l,a)
((h,w),n)√

Ch

⊤

· k(l,a)
((h,w)′,n)

 ,

with (h,w)′ again spanning the set {(1, 1), ..., (H ′,W ′)}.
To obtain the encoding z

(l)
((h,w),n) for block l, an initial

step involves computing the weighted sum of value vectors,
leveraging the self-attention coefficients from each atten-
tion head. Subsequent to this, vectors from all attention
heads are concatenated. This aggregated data is then sub-
jected to a linear projection via a fully connected layer (FC)
and is processed through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
equipped with layer normalization (LN). Post each opera-
tion, residual connections are incorporated.

Due to the limit of memory, computing self-attention
over a 3D space is not feasible. Replacing it with 2D at-
tention applied only on one single slice can certainly reduce
the computational cost. However, such a model ignores to
capture information among neighboring slices, which is nat-
urally provided by a 3D volume. We apply axial fusion
mechanism for computing attention along the axial axis,
where the attention along the axial axis and the attention
within a single slice are separately applied one after the
other. By fusing the axial information this way, we firstly
compute attention along the axial with all the channels at
the same position at (h,w):

α
(l,a)inter
((h,w),n) = SoftMax(

q
(l,a)
((h,w),n)√

Ch

⊤

· k(l,a)
((h,w),n′)),

where n′ ∈ {1, ..., NA}. The encoding z
′(l)inter
((h,w),n) using

axial attention is then fed back for single slice attention
computation instead of directly being passed to the MLP.
In other words, new key/query/value vectors are obtained
from z

′(l)inter
((h,w),n) and the single slice attention is then com-

puted. Finally, the resulting vector z′(l)intra
((h,w),n) is passed to

the MLP to compute the final encoding z
(l)
((h,w),n) at posi-

tion ((H,W ), n) by block l. The final fused encoding for
the feature map group g is z(L) ∈ RC×H′×W ′×NA .

We learn distinct query/key/value matrices{
W

(l,a)

Qslice ,W
(l,a)

Kslice ,W
(l,a)

V slice

}
and

{
W

(l,a)

Qaxial ,W
(l,a)

Kaxial ,W
(l,a)

V axial

}
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Methods Average Eso Trachea Spinal Cord Lung(L) Lung(R) Heart

U-Net [26] 91.18 78.85 90.72 89.37 97.31 96.37 94.46
nnUNet-2D [16] 89.74 78.82 88.32 86.61 96.03 96.65 92.01
nnUNet-3D [16] 91.63 81.18 89.32 91.21 97.68 97.74 92.66
Attention U-Net [24] 90.19 76.35 88.14 89.43 97.65 97.87 91.68
TransUNet [4] 91.38 78.27 91.45 88.36 97.63 97.84 94.74
Swin-Unet [3] 91.26 78.98 91.20 88.64 97.64 97.79 93.30
CoTr [34] 91.39 79.06 91.55 88.67 97.47 97.65 93.92
AFTer-UNet [37] 92.32 81.47 91.76 90.12 97.80 97.90 94.86
Swin UNETR [30] 91.63 79.64 91.28 88.89 97.64 97.69 94.66
MSA [33] 91.50 77.91 91.19 90.12 97.70 97.85 94.23
AFTer-SAM 92.75 82.34 91.89 91.24 97.85 97.98 95.17

Table 1. Dice scores of different methods on in-house Thorax-85 dataset.

over dimensions within one single slice and among
slices along the axial axis. Note that compared to the
(H ′ · W ′) · NA comparisons each vector needed by
the self-attention model, our approach performs only
(H ′ ·W ′) +NA comparisons per vector.

3.5. Representation Decoding

The decoder in AFTer-SAM, denoted as DViT, closely
mirrors the design principles of SAM, emphasizing a
lightweight structure. We have opted to exclude the prompt
encoder, enabling end-to-end trainability for our model.
The rationale behind this decision, substantiated by exper-
imental outcomes, is elaborated upon in our ablation study
section. With the omission of the prompt encoder, the mask
decoder retains only the image-to-token attention module.
Given the lightweight nature of the mask decoder and its
minimal parameter count, there’s a consideration about the
optimal strategy: either adapting or fully fine-tuning it.
Our empirical findings lean towards full fine-tuning of the
streamlined mask decoder. We delve deeper into the reason-
ing behind this decision in our ablation study discussion.

Given a series of sampled neighboring slice groups
x as inputs, the model produces D segmentation map
groups y = {y1,y2, ...,yD} as outputs, where yd ∈
RCcls×H×W×NA and Ccls denotes the number of organ
classes. From each segmentation map group, only the mid-

dle segmentation map y
NA
2

d is retained, discarding its neigh-
bors. This process is repeated for all D segmentation map
groups, which are then concatenated to produce the final 3D
prediction corresponding to the 3D scan.

3.6. Loss Function

The model’s loss function is a combination of dice loss
and cross-entropy loss.

Methods Avg Eso Trachea Aorta Heart

U-Net 89.97 80.07 91.23 94.73 93.83
Att U-Net 90.47 81.25 90.82 94.74 95.07
TransUNet 91.50 81.41 94.05 94.48 96.07
Swin-Unet 91.29 81.06 93.27 94.82 96.02
CoTr 91.41 81.53 94.03 94.06 96.01
AFTer-UNet 92.10 82.98 94.20 94.92 96.31
Swin UNETR 92.06 82.82 93.84 95.15 96.42
MSA 92.16 82.98 94.11 94.94 96.62
AFTer-SAM 92.42 83.21 94.27 95.41 96.78

Table 2. Dice scores of different methods on SegTHOR dataset.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

In alignment with the experimental setup of [37], we
evaluate our approach on two datasets:

Thorax-85 An in-house dataset introduced in [5],
Thorax-85 contains 85 3D thorax CT images. We present
the average DSC for 6 thorax organs (eso, trachea, spinal
cord, left lung, right lung, and heart), based on a split of 60
training cases and 25 test cases.

SegTHOR Originating from the 2019 Challenge on Seg-
mentation of THoracic Organs at Risk in CT Images [20],
SegTHOR includes 40 3D thorax CT scans. We determine
the average DSC for 4 thorax organs (eso, trachea, aorta,
and heart) with a dataset division of 30 training cases and
10 validation cases.

Evaluation Metric: Consistent with prior studies [33,
37], we employ the Sørensen–Dice coefficient (DSC) as our
evaluation metric. The DSC quantifies the overlap between
the predicted mask mp and the ground truth mask mg . It is
formulated as: DSC(mp,mg) =

2|mp∩mg|
|mp|+|mg| .

4.2. Implementation Details

All images undergo resampling to achieve a spacing of
2.5mm × 1.0mm × 1.0mm, corresponding to the depth,
height, and width dimensions of the 3D volume. During
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training, we incorporate an elastic transform to counter-
act overfitting. The model, AFTer-SAM, is trained using
the Adam optimizer [18] with a momentum set at 0.9 and
a weight decay of 10−4. The training spans 550 epochs,
with a learning rate of 10−4 for the initial 500 epochs and
10−5 for the concluding 50 epochs. Within each epoch,
from every 3D CT scan s, only a single random slice group
xd is selected, as opposed to selecting all available slice
groups. The configuration parameters are set as follows:
number of axial fusion transformers L = 6, attention heads
M = 8, neighboring slices NA = 8, and sampling fre-
quency Nf = 1.

Box 1 Point 3 Points Text w.o.

Eso 81.20 81.72 81.67 81.64 82.34
Trachea 91.92 91.46 91.50 91.49 91.89
Spinal 90.38 90.05 90.40 90.35 91.24

Lung(L) 97.53 97.95 97.77 97.58 97.85
Lung(R) 98.18 97.60 97.65 97.63 97.98

Heart 94.56 95.14 94.90 94.59 95.17

Average 92.30 92.32 92.32 92.21 92.75

Table 3. Ablation study on prompt encoder. Retaining it was un-
necessary, as it only offered marginal and inconsistent improve-
ments to the results.

LoRA Finetune

Eso 82.03 82.34
Trachea 91.68 91.89

Spinal Cord 90.99 91.24
Lung(L) 97.41 97.85
Lung(R) 97.82 97.98

Heart 94.70 95.17

Average 92.44 92.75

Table 4. Ablation study on mask decoder.
4.3. Quantitative Results

Table 1 shows the performance comparison of AFTer-
UNet with previous work on Thorax-85. We ran the fol-
lowing representative algorithms: U-Net [26], Attention
U-Net [24], nnU-Net [16], TransUNet [4], Swin-Unet [3],
CoTr [34], AFTer-UNet [37], Swin UNETR [30] and MSA
[33]. U-Net is a well-established medical image segmen-
tation baseline algorithm. Attention U-Net [24] is a multi-
organ segmentation framework that uses gated attention to
filter out irrelevant responses in the feature maps. nnU-
Net [16] is a self-adaptive medical image semantic segmen-
tation framework that wins the first in the Medical Seg-
mentation Decathlon(MSD) challenge [29]. TransUNet [4]
presents the first study which explores the potential of trans-
formers in the context of 2D medical image segmentation.
Swin-Unet [3] explores using pure transformer modules on
2D medical image segmentation tasks, without any con-

volutional layers. CoTr [34] firstly explores transformer
modules for 3D medical image segmentation. Swin UN-
ETR [30] is an extension of the UNETR model that incor-
porates the Swin Transformer architecture, leveraging the
hierarchical nature of Swin Transformers. AFTer-UNet [37]
combines the U-Net architecture with axial attention, focus-
ing on relevant features in the axial plane of medical images.
MSA [33] introduces the Medical SAM Adapter, designed
to be integrated into existing segmentation networks. The
above-mentioned works cover a wide range of algorithms
for multi-organ segmentation and should provide a compre-
hensive and fair comparison to our method on the in-house
Thorax-85 dataset.

From the in-house Thorax-85 dataset (Table 1), for
organs with regular shapes like the left lung, AFTer-
UNet, Swin UNETR, and MSA achieve scores of 97.80%,
97.64%, and 97.70% respectively. AFTer-SAM, however,
slightly edges out with a score of 97.85%. Similarly, for
the right lung, while AFTer-UNet scores 97.90%, Swin UN-
ETR achieves 97.69%, and MSA gets 97.85%, AFTer-SAM
tops them with a score of 97.98%.

The distinction becomes more pronounced for organs
with more anatomical variance. For the esophagus, AFTer-
UNet achieves 81.47%, Swin UNETR scores 79.64%, and
MSA gets 77.91%. In contrast, AFTer-SAM outperforms
all three with a score of 82.34%. Similarly, for the trachea,
AFTer-SAM’s score of 91.89% is superior to AFTer-UNet’s
91.76%, Swin UNETR’s 91.28%, and MSA’s 91.19%.

Transitioning to the SegTHOR dataset, the trend contin-
ues. For the heart, AFTer-UNet, Swin UNETR, and MSA
achieve scores of 96.31%, 96.42%, and 96.62% respec-
tively. AFTer-SAM, however, leads with a score of 96.78%.
For the esophagus, AFTer-SAM’s score of 83.21% is a
significant improvement over AFTer-UNet’s 82.98%, Swin
UNETR’s 82.82%, and even surpasses MSA’s 82.98%.

For the aorta, AFTer-SAM’s performance of 95.41% is
notably higher than AFTer-UNet’s 94.92%, Swin UNETR’s
95.15%, and MSA’s 94.94%. This consistent outperfor-
mance across multiple organs in both datasets underscores
AFTer-SAM’s robustness and capability.

In conclusion, while AFTer-UNet, Swin UNETR, and
MSA are formidable models in their own right, AFTer-
SAM consistently achieves top-tier results across both
datasets. Its ability to handle both regular-shaped organs
and those with intricate structures positions it as a leading
solution for multi-organ segmentation tasks.
4.4. Ablation study on Thorax-85

We further conduct extensive ablation studies on Thorax-
85 to explore the impact of excluding the prompt encoder on
end-to-end trainability and the optimal strategy for adapting
or fully fine-tuning the lightweight mask decoder.

Prompt encoder In the initial SAM paper, the prompt
encoder (PE) was designed to accept various inputs such as
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(a) Ground Truth          (b) U-Net              (c) nnUNet-3D         (d) TransUNet              (e) CoTr              (f) AFTer-UNet        (g) AFTer-SAM

Left Lung                  Right Lung              Eso                      Heart                   Spinal Cord

Figure 2. Qualitative results of different approaches on Thorax-85 dataset. (a) shows the ground truth of the CT slice. (b)-(f) show the
results of previous methods. (g) shows the results of AFTer-SAM. The regions in orange rectangles indicate the effectiveness to our model.

points, boxes, or text to enhance segmentation outcomes.
However, during our adaptation phase, we show that retain-
ing it was unnecessary, as it only offered marginal and in-
consistent improvements to the results in 3.

Mask decoder In table 4, we evaluate the decision of
whether to fully finetune the mask decoder or simply adapt
it. Based on the results, finetuning the entire mask decoder
proves to be the more effective approach. This preference
can be attributed to the mask decoder’s lightweight design
and its limited number of parameters.

4.5. Qualitative Results

Fig.2 displays the qualitative outcomes of various meth-
ods on the Thorax-85 dataset. AFTer-SAM demonstrates
superior effectiveness in comparison to other methods. A
notable area of focus is the esophagus, which is particularly

challenging to segment in the Thorax-85 dataset due to its
significant anatomical variance and elongated form. Ear-
lier methods often produced segmentation maps that varied
significantly between slices, an outcome that is not logical.
In contrast, AFTer-SAM (as seen in the last column) offers
consistent and precise predictions.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we presented AFTer-SAM, a comprehen-
sive end-to-end solution for medical image segmentation.
Our proposed framework employs Low Rank Adaptation
to refine SAM and leverages Axial Fusion Transformers to
seamlessly integrate both intra-slice and inter-slice contex-
tual data, thereby guiding the segmentation outcome. Ex-
perimental results underscore the superior performance of
our model in comparison to prior methodologies.
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